contain multiple enhancers for the same or similar expression pattern. Here we show that some of these secondary enhancers, or "shadow enhancers", produce gene expression patterns that overlap those produced by the primary enhancers in transgenic embryos. We suggest that shadow enhancers help ensure the precision of embryonic patterning and discuss their significance in the evolution of genetic novelty.
The dorsal-ventral patterning of the early Drosophila embryo is controlled by a sequencespecific transcription factor, Dorsal, which is related to mammalian NF-κB (1). Dorsal works in concert with the products encoded by two of its target genes, Twist and Snail, to regulate gene expression in the early embryo. ChIP-chip assays identified a few hundred binding clusters for Dorsal, Twist, and Snail scattered throughout the Drosophila genome (2) . Over 35 of these clusters function as authentic enhancers when tested in transgenic embryos.
ChIP-chip assays predicted that many of the Dorsal target genes contain two separate enhancers for the same or similar expression pattern. This prediction was experimentally confirmed for vnd and miR-1 (2) . vnd contains two enhancers that mediate expression in the presumptive neurogenic ectoderm, while miR-1 contains at least two enhancers for expression in the ventral mesoderm. In both cases, the secondary enhancers map within 5 kb of the transcription start site. (Fig. 1B) . The newly identified binding cluster generates broad lateral stripes of gene expression in transgenic embryos, similar to those produced by the intronic enhancer. The shadow enhancers identified in this study are almost certainly dedicated to the regulation of the brk and sog transcription units since the associated genes, CG8117 and Atg5, respectively, are not significantly expressed in the early embryo ( Fig. 1; supplemental Fig. 1 ).
ChIP-chip assays suggest that as many as a third or even half of all Dorsal target genes might be regulated by secondary enhancers (Supporting online Tables S1 and S2). We propose the term "shadow enhancer" for remote secondary enhancers mapping far from the target gene and mediating activities overlapping the primary enhancer. Phylogenetic comparisons suggest that the brk and sog shadow enhancers are evolving nearly twice as fast as the primary enhancers mapping within or near the two genes (supplemental Fig.   2 ). Despite these different rates of divergence, the overall structures of the shadow enhancers are clearly related to their respective primary enhancers (supplemental Fig. 3 ).
Given the conservation of the shadow enhancers in all 12 sequenced drosophilids, it is likely that they are essential for fitness.
Why are Dorsal target genes regulated by shadow enhancers? They might help ensure precise and reproducible patterns of gene expression during embryogenesis. It is possible that shadow enhancers are pervasively used in animal development. For example, the mouse sonic hedgehog gene is regulated in the floorplate of the embryonic neural tube by two separate enhancers with slightly distinct activities (4). Shadow enhancers can explain why deletions of well-defined enhancers sometimes produce no apparent phenotypes (e.g., 5).
The evolution of cis-regulatory DNAs is a major mechanism of animal diversity (e.g., 6).
However, there is the potential problem that such change could compromise essential genetic activities. Shadow enhancers have the potential to evolve novel binding sites and achieve new regulatory activities without disrupting the core patterning functions of key developmental control genes. 
